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ABSTRACT

The solar injections of near-relativistic (NR) electron events observed at 1 AU appear to be systematically delayed
by�10minutes from the associated flare impulsive phases.We compare inferred injection times of 80 electron events
observed by the 3DP electron detector on theWind spacecraft with 40Y800 MHz solar observations by the AIP radio
telescope in Potsdam-Tremsdorf, Germany. Other than preceding type III bursts, we find no single radio signature
characteristic of the inferred electron injection times. The injection delays from the preceding type III bursts do not
correlate with the 1 AU solar wind �p or B, but do correlate with densities ne and inversely with speeds VSW, con-
sistent with propagation effects. About half of the events are associated with metric or decametric-hectometric (dh)
type II bursts, but most injections occur before or after those bursts. Electron events with long (�2 hr) beaming times
at 1 AU are preferentially associated with type II bursts, which supports the possibility of a class of shock-accelerated
NR electron events.

Subject headinggs: acceleration of particles — interplanetary medium — Sun: coronal mass ejections (CMEs) —
Sun: particle emission — Sun: radio radiation

1. INTRODUCTION

The acceleration of near-relativistic (NR; E > 30 keV) elec-
trons in the solar corona and their injection into space has been a
subject of recent controversy. Early observations of 2Y100 keV
electron events at 1 AU suggested that impulsive acceleration
occurs in solar flares accompanied by fast-drift metric and/or
decametric type III radio bursts (Lin 1985) produced by beams
of escaping electrons. However, recent results, based on obser-
vations of NR electron events by the Electron, Proton, and Alpha
Monitor (EPAM) on the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE )
spacecraft (Haggerty & Roelof 2002; Haggerty et al. 2003) and
by the 3-D Plasma and Energetic Particle (3DP) experiment on
theWind spacecraft (Krucker et al. 1999) at 1 AU, have indicated
that in most events the solar injections are delayed from the type III
burst times by up to half an hour.

Recent work has focused on comparisons of solar electron in-
jection times with corresponding coronal EUV, white-light, and
radio signatures to determine how the electron acceleration oc-
curs. Krucker et al. (1999), Klassen et al. (2002), and Simnett et al.
(2002) have argued for acceleration in coronal shocks. The in-
ferred injections occur when the shocks, often producing type II
radio bursts, or the coronal mass ejection (CME) shock drivers
reach heights of �1.5Y4 R� from Sun center.

Kahler et al. (2005) looked for coronal shock associations of
100 E � 25 keVelectron events (discussed in x 2) observed with
theWind 3DP instrument. Those electron events were compared
with metric type II (hereafter type IIm) bursts observed by the
radiospectrograph of the Astrophysikalisches Institut Potsdam
(AIP), decametric-hectometric type II (hereafter type IIdh) bursts
observed by the WindWAVES instrument, and CMEs observed

by the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory Large Angle Spec-
troscopic Coronagraph (SOHO LASCO) coronagraph. Only event
associations were examined; the detailed relationships of the burst
or CME times to inferred electron injection times were not con-
sidered. The associations of the electron events with type IIm
(37%) and type IIdh (17%) bursts were not high, suggesting that
most electron events do not originate in shocks. The 80% CME
association was higher, but the consideration that shocks are driven
only by wide (>60�) and fast (>900 km s�1) CMEs (Gopalswamy
et al. 2001) suggested an�50% association of the electron events
with fast and wide CMEs. Kahler et al. (2005) concluded that at
least some, and perhaps most, NR electron events are not asso-
ciated with coronal shocks.

Studies comparing inferred NR electron injections with met-
ric radio coronal imaging observations from the Nançay Radio-
heliograph (NRH) have provided an alternative acceleration
explanation for some events. Maia & Pick (2004) discussed 18
EPAM events (Haggerty & Roelof 2002), of which seven were
consistentwith injections during relatively simple radio signatures
of type III bursts only. Injections of six of the 11 radio complex
events occurred during NRH continuum emission consistent with
acceleration and release of electrons during coronal magnetic re-
connection, but not in CME-driven shocks. While shock accel-
eration could not be excluded in the five cases of radio complex
events with type II bursts, Maia & Pick (2004) suggested shock-
induced magnetic reconnection as the principal acceleration
scenario.

A similar result was based on a survey of 40 3DP events (Klein
et al. 2005), of which 10 showed no emission in the NRH fre-
quency range of 164Y432MHz. In 18 of 30 cases with observed
emission the inferred injection windows were in or close to a short
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group of bursts, and in 12 of those 18 cases they were consistent
with no delays from the first radio signatures of energetic elec-
trons. In the 12 cases of injections during long (>10 minutes)
periods of observed metric radio emission the relationships be-
tween injection and radio emission were complex, but the injec-
tions were always associatedwith new increases in radio emission.
Although type II bursts were associated with at least 15 of the
30 NRH radio events and CMEs with 19 of the 26 NRH events
with LASCO observations, Klein et al. (2005) argued that in most
such cases the delayed electron injections were better matched to
accelerations of radio-emitting electrons at heights lower than
those of the shocks. They favored posteruptive magnetic recon-
nection as the sources of the NR electrons, similar to the conclu-
sions of Maia & Pick (2004). In the same sense, without the need
for traveling shock accelerators, Aurass et al. (2006) found ev-
idence for several spatially distributed coronal magnetic field-
related acceleration sites in analyzing the high-energy particle
acceleration and escape for the X-class flare of 2003 October 28.

All the NR electron events observed at 1 AU are associated
with dh type III bursts (Haggerty&Roelof 2002), which, at least
for the events with delayed injections, are presumed to have no
direct relevance to those electron events. A very different inter-
pretation was suggested by Cane (2003), who found that the in-
ferred injection delay times of 61 of the 79 Haggerty & Roelof
(2002) EPAM electron events were correlated with the times for
the radio-generating electrons to transit to 1 AU. In addition, a
correlation of the delays was also found with the 1 AU ambient
solar wind densities, leading her to conclude that interaction ef-
fects in the interplanetary medium were the cause of the inferred
anomalous delays of the electron event onsets. This implies that
the basic assumption that the first-arriving NR electrons propa-
gate scatter-free, used to infer the electron solar injection times,
is not valid. In this case there is only a single population of en-
ergetic electrons producing both the type III radio bursts and the
events at 1 AU.

In this work we compare in detail a set of 80 3DP NR (E>
25 keV) electron events with metric radiospectrographic obser-
vations of the AIP Tremsdorf Observatory and with solar wind
parameters. These events are a subset of the 100 events used by
Kahler et al. (2005) in their study of the possible shock origins of
the NR electron events. After confirming the inferred injection
delays from type III burst times, we examine in detail some of
the properties of the electron events, their associated metric and
decimetric radio bursts, and associated solar wind parameters.
Our goal here is to use all the events of a large statistical data sam-
ple to understand the solar origins of the NR electron events. We
look for correlations of the electron injection times with solar radio
bursts and compare the injection delays with solar radio and solar
wind characteristics.

2. DATA ANALYSIS

2.1. Selection of the NR 3DP Electron Events

The selection of the 3DP NR electron events for analysis was
based on two previous event listings: (1) the electron events from
theWind 3DP solid-state telescope (SST) ranked as ‘‘mediocre’’
and ‘‘good’’ (S. Krucker 2003, private communication) and (2) the
beamed events observed in the highest energy channels of the
ACE EPAM instrument, given in Table 2 of Haggerty & Roelof
(2002) and extended through the end of 2001 (D. Haggerty 2003,
private communication). AIP Tremsdorf radio observations from
about 1 hr before each inferred electron injection time through
that injection time andWindWAVES 20 kHzY14 MHz observa-
tions (Bougeret et al. 1995) through the event durations were

required. Kahler et al. (2005) discussed the detailed selection
criteria for the 100 events, of which we here use the subset of
80 events given in Table 1.
AlongwithKrucker et al. (1999) andHaggerty&Roelof (2002)

we assume that the first observed electrons of each event have
propagated scatter-free to 1 AU following a simultaneous solar
injection at all electron energies. The event onset times were
estimated by eye from the intensity time profiles of the 3DP SST.
Solar injection times were derived from the apparent onset times
of the 3DP 66Y135 keV channel, using an effective electron en-
ergyE and ve /c ¼ � of 82 keVand 0.507, respectively, withmag-
netic field path lengths calculated from the ambient solar wind
speeds at times of onsets. The net result is that we subtracted
9Y13minutes from the 82 keVelectron onset times at 1 AU to get
the injection times relative to the observed solar radio times; the
injection times are given in column (2) of Table 1. All events of
the study showed strong pitch-angle anisotropy and velocity dis-
persion in their onsets.We did not attempt to do 1/� (Krucker et al.
1999) fits to derive the electron injection times. We find that the
injection times of 14 of the 16 events of Table 1 in common with
the 30 3DP events of the Klein et al. (2005) study lie within their
�6Y10 minute injection time intervals, indicating good agree-
ment with their injection determinations. In addition, our injection
times differ by an average of only 2 minutes from those of the
13 EPAM electron events in common with the study of Maia
& Pick (2004). Thus, the determination of the electron injection
times by different techniques appears to give consistent results
(Haggerty & Roelof 2002).

2.2. The Injection Delay Times �T

We generated high time resolution plots of WAVES radio
emission in the 3.5 kHzY10MHz range for the periods around the
electron injection times. An associated Wind WAVES type IIIdh
burst was found for all the electron events of Table 1 except that
of 2000 March 6, for which there is a WAVES data gap. Fig-
ures 1Y4 show examples of 0.02Y14 MHz WAVES radio spec-
trograms combined with background-subtracted 40Y800 MHz
AIP spectrograms and the 3DP SST NR electron profiles with
vertical dashed lines showing the solar electron injection times.
For each type IIIdh burst we looked for a corresponding type IIIm
burst in the AIP spectrograms and give in column (3) of Table 1
the onset times and qualitative assessments of the relative in-
tensities (strong, moderate, or weak) of the most intense com-
ponent of each type IIIm burst. Examples of strong bursts are
shown in Figures 2 and 3. The first event of Figure 4 shows one
of the 17 cases with no type IIIm burst preceding the electron in-
jection by up to�30Y40 minutes. The second event of Figure 4
shows a barely visible weak type IIIm burst at 1131 UT. The
highest MHz frequency at which the type IIIdh burst could be
observed in the WAVES plots, Fmax, and the start and end times
of the burst at Fmax are given in columns (5) and (4), respectively,
of Table 1. The two cases of low (�0.5 MHz) Fmax in Figure 4
contrast sharply with those of high (10 MHz) Fmax in Figures 1,
2, and 3.
The delay times, �Tm, between the inferred solar electron

injections and the 63 associated type IIIm burst start times ranged
from �2 to 53 minutes, with a median of 12 minutes. Figures 1,
2, and 4 show examples of short (�4 minutes) �Tm, and the
event of Figure 3 is characterized by a long 21 minute�Tm. We
expect the event delay times, �Tdh, relative to the type IIIdh
bursts to be frequency dependent, decreasing with lower Fmax

as the dh emission drifts to lower frequencies at later times.
Selecting only the 57WAVES type IIIdh bursts withFmax � 3MHz,
we find similar �Tdh of �1 to 55 minutes and a median of
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TABLE 1

Solar NR Electron Events and Associated Flare Radio and Solar Wind Observations

Date

(1)

Electron Injec. UT

(2)

Metric III UT/int.a

(3)

WAVES III UT

(4)

WAVES Fmax

(5)

Type II Injectionb

(6)

PAD Dur.c

(7)

S/N

(8)

Decim Emis.d

(9)

VSW

(km s�1)

(10)

log �p

(11)

Flare Site

(12)

(deg)

1995

Mar 6.................. 0847 0826/md 0821Y0830 10 A m/N dh 4 4.67 N 442 �0.9 S15, W58

Apr 2 .................. 0843 None 0830Y0835 1 N II 0.2 1.33 N 360 �0.41 S13, W54

Apr 2 .................. 1112 1107/wk 1106Y1108 10 N II 0.4 56.2 N 365 �0.45 S15, W54

Apr 2 .................. 1432 1423/wk 1420Y1423 3 N II 0.3 8.3 IIIpc 352 �0.48 S15, W58

Oct 19 ................ 1122 1029/wk 1027Y1030 10 N II 1.6 5.3 Y 415 �2.15 S14, W45

1996

Jul 1.................... 1305 1234/md 1249Y1257 0.8 A m/N dh 2 7 IIIpc 340 �0.18 N08, W83

Jul 9.................... 0802 0751/wk 0753Y0758 3 N II 1.4 3.71 Y 425 NA S11, W23

Jul 9.................... 0924 0912/stg 0910Y0914 4 A m/N dh 1.5 53.8 Y 420 NA S11, W30

Jul 14.................. 1505 1446/stg 1445Y1449 10 N II 0.3 9 IIIpc 378 NA S10, W90

Aug 13 ............... 1551 None 1510Y1516 1 A m/N dh NA 7.5 N 370 �0.05 . . .

Dec 24................ 1316e 1306/wk 1305Y1310 10 D m/N dh 1.2 50 IIIpc 373 �0.8 N05, W93

1997

Apr 7 .................. 1419 1401/stg 1356Y1410 10 A m/B dh 1 100 Y 405 �0.15 S29, E20

May 12............... 0517 0457/md 0458Y0503 10 A m/D dh 1 90 Y 305 �0.05 N21, W08

May 27............... 1026 0956/wk 0954Y0958 10 N II 0.5 142.9 IIIpc 320 �0.88 N02, W76

Oct 7 .................. 1326 None 1251Y1256 1 A m/N dh 6 50 N 335 0.21 SWL

Nov 6 ................. 1224e 1154/stg 1153Y1157 10 A m/D dh 3.5 25 Y 350 0.24 S18, W63

Dec 18................ 1229 None 1203Y1207 2 N II 1.5 5 IIIpc 300 �0.39 N19, E08

1998

Apr 20 ................ 1029e, f 1007/wk 1008Y1030 1 A m/D dh 6 438 Y 370 �0.36 S43, W90

May 2................. 0500 0455/stg 0455Y0508 10 N II 2 5.6 III 630 �1.2 S20, W10

May 2................. 1345e 1337/stg 1338Y1344 10 D m/B dh 5 5.4 Y 600 �1.68 S15, W15

May 6................. 0801 0803/stg 0802Y0807 10 B m/B dh 3 60 IIIpc 465 �2.02 S15, W64

May 27............... 1325e 1320/stg 1315Y1325 10 N m/B dh 0.5 116.7 Y 470 0.1 N18, W60

Jun 15................. 0639 None 0610Y0630 0.3 N II 0.5 1.4 Y 380 �0.58 S25, W90

Jun 16................. 1901f (1822)/md 1826Y1842 1 A m/D dh NA 1.6 NA 400 �1.08 S20, W90

Jun 22................. 0452 None 0433Y0443 2 A m/N dh 1.5 3 N 400 NA N15, W46

Aug 13 ............... 1513 1508/stg 1505Y1508 10 N II 3 2.3 IIIpc 360 �1.61 . . .

Aug 14 ............... 0606 0557/md 0556Y0600 10 N II 0.5 5.4 IIIpc 385 �0.37 S23, W73

Sep 6 .................. 0612 0558/wk 0551Y0557 2 N II 0.5 2.1 Y 355 �0.02 N30, W90

Sep 8 .................. 1528 1522/stg 1521Y1525 10 N II 0.3 8 N 350 �1.57 . . .

Sep 27 ................ 0816e 0809/stg 0805Y0812 10 N II 0.3 42.9 III 540 �0.18 N21, W48

Sep 30 ................ 1343e, g None 1325Y1333 10 A m/D dh 3 23.1 Y 420 �0.45 N20, W84

Nov 5 ................. 1347 1335/stg 1332Y1340 10 N II 0.3 2.8 IIIpc 410 0.05 N15, W17



TABLE 1—Continued

Date

(1)

Electron Injec. UT

(2)

Metric III UT/int.a

(3)

WAVES III UT

(4)

WAVES Fmax

(5)

Type II Injectionb

(6)

PAD Dur.c

(7)

S/N

(8)

Decim Emis.d

(9)

VSW

(km s�1)

(10)

log �p

(11)

Flare Site

(12)

(deg)

1999

Jan 24.................... 1125 None 1112Y1130 0.6 N II 0.2 2.1 N 525 0.18 N21, W30

Feb 20 ................... 1516 �1513/stg 1511Y1518 10 N II 0.3 42.5 N 425 �1.8 S17, W71

Feb 21 ................... 0951 0943/stg 0945Y0949 10 B m/N dh NA 80 III 380 �1.18 . . .

Apr 24 ................... 1330 1312/wk 1300Y1322 1 N m/B dh 0.2 15 Y 430 0.16 NWL

May 8.................... 1442e,g 1425/stg 1424Y1427 10 B m/N dh NA 2.7 Y 415 �0.74 N23, W75

May 12.................. 0658 0654/md 0654Y0657 10 N II 0.2 4.4 IIIpc 470 �1.52 . . .
May 27.................. 1057e,g (1052)/md 1051Y1056 10 A m/D dh 1.2 76.9 IIIpc 455 �0.44 WL

May 31.................. 0956e,g 0937/stg 0935Y0940 10 A m/N dh 2 4.5 IIIpc 360 �0.94 N18, W27

Jun 13.................... 0526 0517/wk 0515Y0518 10 N II 1.5 2.5 N 375 �0.48 . . .

Jun 18.................... 0728 0711/md 0712Y0715 3 N II 1 4.9 III 390 �0.36 . . .
Jun 18.................... 1143 1129/md 1129Y1132 10 N II 1 8 III 380 �0.22 . . .

Jun 18.................... 1438 1424/md 1423Y1427 10 N II 1 8 IIIpc 380 �0.23 . . .

Jun 18.................... 1657 1641/stg 1638Y1644 10 A m/N dh 1 3.3 IIIpc 375 �0.15 . . .
Jun 23.................... 0605 0544/wk 0541Y0545 10 A m/D dh 2 7.9 IIIpc 310 �0.53 . . .

Jul 16..................... 1604 1552/wk 1552Y1556 10 D m/N dh 0.5 20 IIIpc 350 �0.21 NWL

Jul 20..................... 0841 0819/md 0818Y0821 6 N II NA 2.5 IIIpc 290 �0.07 S12, W70

Oct 27 ................... 0924 0910/stg 0908Y0915 10 D m/N dh 1 8.8 IIIpc 395 �0.36 S12, W15

2000

Feb 18 ................... 0927e, f, g, h None 0925Y0928 2 D m/N dh 2.5 33.3 NA 400 �0.86 NWL

Mar 2..................... 0838g 0825/stg 0824Y0829 10 A m/N dh 1.7 10 NA 435 �0.51 S14, W52

Mar 6..................... 1221e 1211/md Data Gap DG N II 1.5 3.3 IIIpc 435 �0.45 . . .

Mar 7..................... 0736 0724/md 0724Y0727 10 N II 1 10 NA 440 �0.6 . . .
Mar 7..................... 1237 1229/wk 1229Y1233 10 N II 0.7 23.3 NA 440 �0.64 S11, W14

Mar 7..................... 1518e 1512/wk 1512Y1516 10 N II 0.3 2.9 NA 435 �0.61 . . .

Mar 19................... 1304 1245/wk 1244Y1248 10 N II NA 16.7 NA 355 1.29 . . .
Apr 4 ..................... 1520g 1518/stg 1517Y1522 10 B m/N dh 0.8 350 Y 380 �0.4 N16, W66

Apr 19 ................... 1238e 1231/stg 1229Y1233 10 N II 1.5 2 IIIpc 430 �0.49 . . .

Apr 27 ................... 1425 None 1416Y1423 1 N II 0.7 3.8 N 410 �0.3 N32, W90

2001

Apr 30 ................... 1057e 1058/wk 1057Y1059 10 N II 0.4 11.4 IIIpc 440 �1.82 N30, WL

2002

Feb 20 ................... 1114 1106/stg 1104Y1109 10 N II 1 2.5 IIIpc 390 �0.72 N15, W77

Feb 25 ................... 1217 1205/wk 1204Y1206 10 N II 0.2 3 N 360 NA S01, W51

Feb 27 ................... 1211 1158/md 1157Y1200 5 N II 1 3 IIIpc 345 �0.62 N23, W15

Mar 22................... 1109 1049/wk 1049Y1051 10 D m/B dh 1.2 5 N 440 �0.22 S10, WL

Mar 27................... 1457 1441/wk 1439Y1444 5 N II 0.3 11.8 N 480 �0.22 . . .

Mar 28................... 0839 0823/wk 0821Y0824 5 N II 0.5 12 N 380 �0.2 S25, WL

Apr 11 ................... 1629 1618/wk 1618Y1624 10 D m/N dh 3 66.7 IIIpc 468 �0.58 S15, W33

Apr 15 ................... 1752 (None) 1725Y1735 1 N II 0.8 8.8 N 359 �0.4 S16, W60

5
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TABLE 1—Continued

Date

(1)

Electron Injec. UT

(2)

Metric III UT/int.a

(3)

WAVES III UT

(4)

WAVES Fmax

(5)

Type II Injectionb

(6)

PAD Dur.c

(7)

S/N

(8)

Decim Emis.d

(9)

VSW

(km s�1)

(10)

log �p

(11)

Flare Site

(12)

(deg)

2002

May 20.................... 1546 1525/stg 1524Y1533 10 A m/N dh 0.4 3 IIIpc 446 �1.05 S21, E65

May 30.................... 0522 0518/wk 0457Y0509 0.5 N II 2.5 17.5 Y 514 �0.03 N10, WL

Jun 2........................ 1026i (None) 1014Y1017 10 D m/N dh 0.4 11.1 Y 399 �0.03 S20, W61

Jun 30...................... 0922 None 0900Y0910 1 N II 0.7 2.7 Y 367 �0.2 . . .

Jul 7......................... 1149 1115/md 1117Y1125 1 N m/D dh 7 20 IIIpc 423 �0.45 . . .

Aug 3 ...................... 1335 (None) 1324Y1327 10 N II 0.4 1.9 N 442 �0.95 . . .
Aug 16 .................... 0609 (None) 0557Y0601 4 N m/B dh 1.1 59.1 N 577 �0.2 N07, W83

Sep 24 ..................... 1118 None 1115Y1121 0.5 N II 1.4 12 N 366 NA S05, WL

Sep 24 ..................... 1133 1131/wk 1132Y1142 0.5 N II 1.4 13.3 N 366 NA S05, WL

Sep 26 ..................... 1234 None 1221Y1230 1 N II 0.4 4 N 345 NA . . .
Oct 20 ..................... 1145 1135/wk 1136Y1140 1 N II 0.2 2.5 N 664 �0.63 N25, E55

Oct 20 ..................... 1418 1412/md 1411Y1414 5 B m/N dh 0.8 50 N 649 �0.52 S13, W63

a Metric type III burst UT onset times and relative intensities (stg = strong; md = moderate; wk = weak).
b Electron injection times relative to AIP metric (m) or WAVES decametric-hectometric (dh) type II bursts, if any (A = after; B = before; D = during; N II = no type II burst).
c Time in hours during which the PAD plots showed clear beaming.
d Observed decimetric (>200 MHz) emission. N = none; Y = new emission preceding electron injection; III = extension of type III burst only; IIIpc = associated preceding type III burst only; N = data gap.
e Described in Klein et al. (2005).
f Described in Klassen et al. (2002).
g Described in Maia & Pick (2004).
h Described in Haggerty & Roelof (2002) and Simnett et al. (2002).
i Described in Classen et al. (2003).
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12 minutes. We also ask whether �Tm or �Tdh depends on the
intensities of the electron events, such that onsets of more intense
electron events are observed earlier due to their higher signal-to-
noise ratios (S/Ns) in the 3DP detector. S/Ns of the 3DP 82-keV
electron channel background-subtracted peak counting rates to the
pre-event background rates are given in column (8) of Table 1.
No correlation between the delay times and their S/ Ns was found.

We looked for flare associations for all the events of Table 1
and were able to make associations for the 59 events shown in
column (12). The locations were determined on the basis of H�
flare reports and X-ray and EUV images from the Yohkoh SXT
and SOHO EIT instruments, respectively. We could not deter-

mine possible flare locations for the remaining 21 events. The
flare locations are generally magnetically well connected to the
Earth. Eleven are at or over the west limb (WL). Of the four
flares located in the eastern hemisphere, two (1997 December 18
and 2002 October 20) are not associated withGOESX-ray flares
and may not be true associations. We used the solar wind speeds
of column (10) to calculate the longitudinal angular displacements
of the Earth magnetic footpoints from the solar flare sites, setting
the WL longitudes to be W100�. We found no dependence on
flare longitudinal separation for either �Tm (46 cases) or �Tdh
with Fmax � 3 MHz (41 cases).

Fig. 1.—Electron event of 1999 May 12. Top: Normalized PAD of the 3DP
channel 3, corresponding to an average energy of�82 keV.Middle : Counting rate
profiles of 3DP SST channels 1Y7 covering the energy range �25 to �500 keV.
Bottom: Composite profile of radio emission from 20 kHz to 14 MHz (Wind
WAVES) and 40Y800 MHz (AIP Tremsdorf ). The vertical dashed line indicates
the inferred solar electron injection time based on the onset time of the channel 3
counting rates of�82 keVelectrons; the injection time is advanced 500 s tomatch
the radio emission profile. This electron event had no associated type II burst, a
short �0.2 hr PAD beaming time, and a short 4 minute injection delay time.

Fig. 2.—Electron event of 2000 April 4. The panel formats are the same as in
Fig. 1. The inferred solar injection occurred before the 1524.8 UTonset of a short
type IIm burst but during a time of significant decimetric emission. The electron
injection delay of 2 minutes is one of the shortest of the 80 events of the study.
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2.3. Event Comparisons with Type III, Type II,
and Decimetric Bursts

We divide the 63 NR electron events of Table 1 with associ-
ated type IIIm bursts into three approximately equal groups of
21 short (�8minutes), 22 intermediate (9Y16minutes), and 20 long
(�17 minutes)�Tm. In Figure 5 we compare those three groups
with various radio parameters to see whether�Tm organizes any
of those parameters. The top panel shows associations of the three
groups with the type IIIm burst intensities of the third column of
Table 1. There is only a slight tendency for the short-delay group
to be associatedwith strong type IIImbursts; otherwise,�Tm shows
no dependence on the type IIIm burst intensities.

There were 31 and 15 NR electron events associated with
type IIm and type IIdh bursts, respectively, and their injection
times relative to the type II burst durations (before, during, or
after) are shown in column (6) of Table 1. The type IIm burst
start and end times were taken from the AIP plots and those of
type IIdh from the WAVES list.1 We find that only eight of the
80 NR electron injections occurred during type IIm bursts and a

different set of eight during type IIdh bursts. Because of the fre-
quency gap of �25 MHz between the Tremsdorf and WAVES
receivers, the injection on 1997 April 7 after the type IIm and
before the type IIdh burst (listed in Table 1 as ‘‘A m/B dh’’) can
also be a case of injection while the shock was crossing the fre-
quency gap. Thus, injections occurred during type II bursts in at
most 17 of the 80NR electron events. Themiddle panel of Figure 5
shows the distributions by groups of�Tm for the 25 and 13 NR
electron injections associated with type IIm and type IIdh bursts.
As we should expect, the injections with short ( long) �Tm are
more likely to occur before (after) the times of the type II bursts.

Decimetric emission at f > 200 MHz was examined in the
AIP radiospectrograms to look for evidence of energetic elec-
tron production in the lower corona. If decimetric emission was
present within �2 minutes of the inferred injection time, we
give the burst classification in column (9) of Table 1 as the high-
frequency component of a type IIIm burst ( III ) or as a burst of
new emission (Y), probably an extensionof amicrowave ormetric
type IV burst. Otherwise, there was no emission (N), a data gap
(NA), or only an earlier f > 200 MHz component of the asso-
ciated preceding metric type III burst ( IIIpc). The associations

Fig. 3.—Electron event of 2002May 20. The panel formats are the same as in
Fig. 1. The inferred electron injection occurred well after the type IIm burst,
which ended at 1532 UT. This event has a long (�17 minutes) electron injection
delay and is one of four associated with an eastern hemisphere flare.

Fig. 4.—Two electron events of 2002 September 24. The panel formats are
the same as in Fig. 1. The type IIIm burst wasweak in the second event and absent
in the first. There was no type II or decimetric emission associated with either
injection.

1 See http://lep694.gsfc.nasa.gov/waves/waves.html.
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are given in the bottom panel of Figure 5 for the three groups
of different�Tm. Only 23 (18 Yand 5 III ) of the 73 events with
available observations are associatedwith simultaneous decimetric
emission. The distribution of the �Tm groups in the Y/III asso-
ciation is not significantly different from those of the IIIpc and
N categories.

2.4. Delay Time Comparisons with Ambient
Solar Wind Parameters

Following thework of Cane (2003), we compare�Tm with am-
bient solar wind parameters measured at 1 AU. In columns (10)
and (11) of Table 1 we list the solar wind speedsVSW and the logs
of the plasma �p values computed from Wind measurements of
ne and B. Neither �Tm nor�Tdh is significantly correlated with
the logs of �p or with B. Both �Tm and �Tdh are weakly neg-
atively correlated with VSW at r ¼ 0:31 and 0.33, respectively,
and a 99% confidence level (Fig. 6). Furthermore, by deleting
one outlier event with very high values of�T (1995 October 19)
and another with a very high ne (2000 March 19), we find cor-
relations of r ¼ 0:38 and 0.40 (99% confidence levels) for�Tm

and�Tdh, respectively, with ne. Finally, a negative correlation of
r ¼ 0:40 (99% confidence level) exists between VSW and ne.

2.5. Anisotropic PAD Durations

Another NR electron event parameter, given in column (7) of
Table 1, is the approximate time over which the event pitch-angle
distribution (PAD) remained highly anisotropic, indicating a clear
antisunward beaming of electrons. These times, based on quali-
tative assessments of color-coded PADs of the 82 keV electrons,
ranged from 0.2 to 7 hr. The top panels of Figures 1 and 3 illustrate
gray-scale PADs with beaming durations of less than the 1 hr
median value; the 1.4 hr duration of the two events of Figure 4
is relatively long. In six cases, indicated as NA, the 3DP plot did
not include enough of the PAD at 0� and 180� to make a good
determination of the beaming time. Neither �Tm nor �Tdh are
correlated with the PAD beaming durations.
We find no significant correlations of the beaming durations

with any of the solar wind parameters VSW, �p, B, or ne, suggest-
ing that the extended electron beaming times reflect the durations
of the injections rather than the particle transport properties. This
may mean two kinds of solar injection, perhaps one impulsive
at well connected flare sites and the other extended at broad
CME-driven shocks. Supporting this possibility is the result that
the 16 NR electron events with the longest (�2 hr) PAD beaming
durations are well associated with the presence of m/dh type II
bursts, in contrast to the 14 with the shortest (�0.3 hr) durations,
as indicated in Table 2.
We can use longitudinal angular displacements of the Earth

magnetic footpoints from the solar flare sites (Table 1) as a fur-
ther test of the idea of two kinds of solar injection. The median

Fig. 5.—Distributions of numbers of the 63 NR electron events with different
�Tm for various associated radio burst parameters. Striped, open, and stippled
bars are short (�8minutes), intermediate (9Y16minutes), and long (�17minutes)
�Tm, respectively. Top: Associations with strong, moderate, and weak type IIIm
bursts.Middle: Associations with NR electron injections before, during, or after
the observed times of type IIm (upper) or type IIdh (lower) bursts. Bottom: As-
sociations with NR electron injections during f > 200 MHz decimetric bursts
(Y/ III ), only following preceding type III bursts ( IIIpc), or with no bursts
(NONE).

Fig. 6.—Correlation of �Tm vs. the VSW measured at Wind. The line shows
the least-squares best fit to the 63 points. The correlation coefficient r ¼ 0:31.

TABLE 2

NR Electron PAD Beaming Durations and Type II Burst Associations

Beam Duration

Type II Burst Descriptor Shorta Intermediateb Longc

m/dh Type II................................ 1 17 13

No Type II ................................... 13 27 3

a Beam durations �0.3 hr.
b Beam durations 0.4Y1.7 hr.
c Beam durations �2 hr.
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flare longitudinal displacement of the 13 long-duration PAD
beamed events associated with flare sites is 26

�
, somewhat wider

than the 15� of the 10 short-duration beamed events. However,
comparing more broadly the flare locations of the No type II
events of Table 1, assumed to be impulsive flare injections, with
those of the m/dh type II bursts, assumed to be shock injections,
we find comparable median flare displacements of 26� for the
29 No type II events and 29

�
for the 30m/dh type II events. Thus,

while the flare longitude displacements provide some support for
impulsive flare and extended shock injection for the shortest and
longest injections, respectively, such a distinction between the two
kinds of suggested electron injections for all events is not obvious
based on these simple event associations with type II bursts.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1. Interpretation of the Injection Delay Times

We have selected 80 3DP NR electron events for a statistical
study to determine the solar conditions of their injections. In each
case we determined an onset of the solar injection time based
on the 82 keV electron onset at the 3DP and the assumption of
scatter-free interplanetary propagation. Similar event surveys
(e.g., Klein et al. 2005; Maia & Pick 2004) have further selected
for detailed comparison only those events with significant as-
sociated solar radio bursts during the injection times. Complex or
long-duration (�10 minutes) metric radio bursts were associated
with 11 of the 21 electron events of Maia & Pick (2004) and 12
of the 40 electron events of Klein et al. (2005). Remaining events
had either short-duration emission, typically type III bursts, or no
emission in the metric /decametric range. Thus, the interpretation
of the solar acceleration and injection conditions has been fo-
cused on bursts that are not representative of all observed NR
electron events.We have indicated in Table 1which electron events
have been included in other detailed studies; in particular, the 2000
February 18 event has been analyzed in the works of four dif-
ferent groups. Our goal here is to describe all 80 electron events
statistically.

We confirm the values of �T found by others. Our median
time for �Tm is 12 minutes, and the times range from �2 to
55 minutes, although only one event exceeded 39 minutes. The
�Tdh values are similar. The longitudinal footpoint displacements
of H� flare locations do not order�T, as Haggerty et al. (2003;
their Fig. 1) found. Furthermore,�T depends on neither the peak
intensities of theNR electron events themselves nor the intensities
of the associated type IIIm bursts (Fig. 5).

We used the AIP and WAVES radiospectrograms to examine
the associations of the NR electron injections with f > 200MHz
decimetric emission. The bottom panel of Figure 5 indicates that
only 18 of 73 (25%) injection times occurred during emissions
other than accompanying or preceding type III bursts. These 18
events may correspond to the group of long-duration or complex
bursts selected for detailed study in the metric range by Klein
et al. (2005) and Maia & Pick (2004). We do not find a signif-
icant difference between the short and long�Tm events in these
associations. In general we find a lack of any consistent signa-
ture other than the presence of preceding type III bursts for the
events of the study.

Cane (2003) favored a single population of energetic electrons
producing both the preceding type III radio bursts and the NR
electron events at 1 AU. Haggerty &Roelof (2002) used the type
III burst drift rates between the 14 and 2 MHz peak intensities to
argue that the burst exciter speeds were�c/12, corresponding to
electrons of �2 keV that constitute a population separate from
the NR population. However, Mann&Klassen (2005) made clear

that the electron beams producing type III bursts evolve in space
and time, so that different parts of the electron distributions are
responsible for the type III burst radiation at different locations
(i.e., frequencies) during their coronal propagation. Thus, con-
trary to the Haggerty & Roelof (2002) argument, NR electrons
could be injected in type III bursts.

Cane (2003) also argued for an unspecified interaction effect
in the interplanetary medium as the main cause of the delayed
onsets. Evidence for that effect was that the�T correlate with np.
In our events we also found correlations of �Tm (r ¼ 0:38) and
�Tdh (r ¼ 0:40) with np; our r values are slightly less than her
r ¼ 0:41. However, for interplanetary interactions wemight also
expect the �T to increase with the NR electron travel distance
to 1 AU, hence to decrease with VSW, as we found (Fig. 6). Thus,
because of the general inverse correlation between np and VSW

(Burlaga 1995 and our x 2.4) and the inverse correlation of �T
and np, any NR electron onset delays due to a propagation effect
are not necessarily due to enhanced np. We looked for further
evidence that the electron injection delay times may be corre-
lated with solar wind properties. Because of the general inverse
correlation between in situ particle anisotropies and solar wind
�p (Crooker et al. 2003) we compared the injection delay times
with �p, as well as with B and np, and found no correlations with
�p or with B.

3.2. Impulsive Phase and Shock Injections

NR electron acceleration at CME-driven shocks is a strong
possibility (Simnett et al. 2002; Kahler et al. 2005) when type II
bursts are associated with the NR electron events. Only 31 and
15 of the 80 events of the study were associated with type IIm and
type IIdh bursts, respectively, suggesting that shocks were not
the sources of the majority of events. We also note that the pres-
ence of type II bursts may not be a good guide to shock acceler-
ation of NR electrons, judging by the comparable longitudinal
footpoint displacements for the flares of NR electron events
with and without type II bursts. On the other hand, of the 20 NR
electron events with long (�17minutes)�Tm, 14were associated
with type II bursts, suggesting injections from shocks for most
of those events, even though the inferred injections often occurred
before or after the type II burst times (Fig. 5, middle).

We assume that NR electron shock acceleration and injection
occurs over times significantly longer than those of impulsive
injections. The estimated PAD beaming durations are not cor-
related with the solar wind �p (Crooker et al. 2003) or other solar
wind parameters and thus serve as guides to injection durations.
We separated out two event groups of long- and short-duration
PAD beaming durations to compare with type II bursts with the
idea that electrons of the long-duration group are injected over
longer times and larger spatial regions from shocks and that elec-
trons of the short-duration groupmaybe injected only over the short
intervals of the type III bursts from well-connected source regions.
The result in Table 2 that the long-duration group is much better
associated with type II bursts supports this idea with, of course,
limited statistics. The longitudinal footpoint displacements of
the H� flares of long-duration beamed events exceeded those of
short-duration events by 26� versus 15�, consistent with a shock
origin for the former events.

We take these results as weak support for two different kinds
of injections. The first is impulsive, during or shortly delayed
from type III bursts, characterized by smaller �Tm and shorter
PAD beaming durations, and the second from shocks, character-
ized by larger �Tm and longer PAD beaming durations. How-
ever, further statistical support for this scheme is not forthcoming.
Neither a possible expected bimodal distribution in �Tm
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(Haggerty et al. 2003) nor a correlation between �Tm and PAD
beaming durations (x 2.5) has been found. These negative results
could be due to effects such as both kinds of injections occurring
in single NR electron events, variable delays between flare im-
pulsive phases and shock injections, or from interplanetary scat-
tering producing variable onset delays in both kinds of events.
The observed distribution of �Tm could therefore result from a
combination of delays due to interplanetary scattering and solar
injections delayed from the flare impulsive phases.
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